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Cyberrisk and Cybercrime - Challenges caused due to paradigm change
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(logical) Network- and
System Security

Data centric security,
Information security

Security of
Identity

Security of
the eco system

Cyber threats - Focus on cyber risks, not only on cybersecurity
Today’s attackers have significant funding, are patient and sophisticated, and target
vulnerabilities in people, process and technology.

2018
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Cybersecurity within your organization

Business-focused1 measures – Business Process Controls, Application Controls with Focus on
Business Process Integrity and BCM

Information Security

OpRisk

Information-focused2 measures – (People, Process, Technology) such as
Information Classification, Information Lifecycle Management
(e.g. DRM, DLP)

Cyber RM

Cybersecurity

Data RM

BCM / Resilience

Governance (ISMS) & Compliance

Network
Security

Host Security

NIST: Identify, Protect, Detect, Respond, Recover

Physical Security
1.) Business Centric
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Application
Security

2.) Information Centric

3.) Technology Centric

ITRM

Technical measures3 – (People, Process, Technology) with
Focus on the IT Infrastructure

SOC

IT Backup & DRP

IT Security

01
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Confront your cyber threats

EY’s Global Information Security Survey
EY’s 20th Global Information Security Survey (GISS) captures
the responses of nearly 1’200 C-suite leaders and Information
Security and IT executives/managers, representing most of the
world’s largest and most-recognized global organizations.

Responses were received from 59 countries and across nearly
all industries.

Switzerland

In Switzerland, we had 34 participants, of which 20 stem from the
financial services sector (banks, asset managers and insurance
companies)

www
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For further information, please go to: ey.com/giss.

Confront your cyber threats

►

►

►

All organizations are now digital by
default, and need to operate with
the cultures, technology and
processes of the internet era.
The integration and growth of the
Internet of Things (IoT) is vastly
increasing and complicating the
networked landscape.
Cyber attackers can be wellcamouflaged: you need to be able
to identify the threat even when it
adopts the colors of its immediate
environment.
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The scale of the threat is
expanding dramatically: by
2021, the global cost of
cybersecurity breaches will
reach US$6 trillion by some
estimates, double the total
for 2015.
Cybercrime Report 2017 Edition,
Cybersecurity Ventures, 19 October 2017

While cybersecurity budgets are increasing, most organizations require
more to manage the risk effectively

►

Mounting threat levels require a more
robust approach to cybersecurity.

►

Most organizations continue to
increase their spending on
cybersecurity, though not all.

►

The vast majority believe they need
up to 50% more cybersecurity funding
to enable the cybersecurity function to
be in line with the existing risk
tolerance of the organization.

►

76% of survey respondents said the
cybersecurity budget would increase if
they suffered a damaging breach.
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59%
of respondents say their budgets
increased over the last 12
months

87%
say they need up to 50% more
funding to meet requirements

Only 12%
expect an increase of over 25%
in their cybersecurity budget

02
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Examples to explain the
current threat landscape

African Union hack / backdoor by Chinese Intelligence?

www
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Russian nuclear supercomputer used for mining of crypto currencies

www
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DNC hack: hacking like a fancy bear!

www
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Cloud databreach on the rise

www
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WannaCry: Costs that range in hundreds of millions

www
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Ransomware in hospital: Medics say they couldn't wait for backups

www
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British cryptocurrency Electroneum hit by cyber attack after raising £30m

www
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Hacking crypto currencies exchange platforms and coining malware

www
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www

Huge data leaks

www
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www

SkyGoFree spy tool

www
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Current darknet prices

www
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Summary of current developments (1/2)
Continuity of trends which started in 2015 - 2017
►

Increasing predominance of phishing and malware based attack

►

Cybercrime in general is on the rise: target data sets are broadening (e.g. financial data,
personal data, voter data, fraud)

►

Crypto currency hack / mining

►

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the new playing field for attackers of all kinds - as targets as well
as for attacking other infrastructure (various device types are being targeted; Raspberry Pi is
increasingly used as attack platform; sensors likely to be in focus going forward)

►

Social engineering component of ransomware is becoming increasingly sophisticated (e.g.
“infect two of your friends and get back your encrypted data for free”, malware kit is available for
free to customers but provider asks for 30% of the customers’ victims)

►

Developers will be increasingly targeted (backdoors in source code, compiler, development
environment), hence this should also increasingly be in focus of audit functions

►

Advanced and packaged hacking tools become more and more available to private companies
(150k$) and not only reserved for governments

►

Malware using more and more social media as C&C channel (e.g. Twitter, Google, etc.)
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Summary of current developments (2/2)
New trends

Regulatory

►

Increased government awareness,
strengthening regulations (e.g. GDPR,
penalties of up to 4% of worldwide
turnover)

►

Some regulators or actors moving to
dual approach: top down (risk based)
and bottom up (list of technical and
specific controls)
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Technologic trend

►

Increasing value of crypto currencies:
crypto-waterholing (NHS, US
government court system, etc.), using
nuclear classified super computers for
crypto mining

►

Governments and state agencies
increasing support and control on
private companies

►

Collateral damage of weaponization of
the cyber space by governments
increases (e.g. Eternal Blue, NotPetya)

Key aspects to consider when addressing today’s cyber risks
Back to basics
►

Ensure solid and effective governance and basic defense capabilities

►

In asymmetric warfare where attackers potential his higher than defense capabilities, defining the threat
model is of paramount importance: identify what matters most, understand the threat landscape and
define your risk appetite

►

Keep working on the human factor: introduce or improve social engineering awareness campaigns

►

Prepare for ransomware: patch, offline backup, monitoring and simulation

Shift focus from protection and prevention to detection and reaction
►

Invest in meaningful threat intelligence (operational, tactical, strategic)

►

Improve logging and monitoring of infrastructure and leverage a SOC solution for correlation

Maintain a holistic perception of security
►

Keep an eye on regulators’ requirements and implement accordingly if applicable to respective industry

►

Keep thinking like an attacker: perform penetration testing/red team exercises and have an embedded
hacker mindset in Cyber security programs

►

Brace for vulnerabilities impacting security foundations such as standards/protocols or hardware by
integrating them in your risk model and compensate with a layered approach of security
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Understanding the threat
landscape

Common

Advanced

Emerging

Common, advanced and emerging threats and associated attack methods
The threat landscape

Common

Advanced

Emerging

These attacks exploit
known vulnerabilities
using freely available
hacking tools, with
little expertise
required to be
successful.

Advanced attacks
exploit complex and
sometimes unknown
(“zero-day”)
vulnerabilities using
sophisticated tools
and methodologies.

These attacks focus
on new attack vectors
and vulnerabilities
enabled by emerging
technologies, based
on specific research to
identify and exploit
vulnerabilities.
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Common

Advanced

Emerging

How to understand common threats/attacks

Description

Examples

Exploiting known vulnerabilities using
freely available hacking tools, with
little expertise required to be
successful

►

Unpatched vulnerability on a
website, exploited using a freely
available exploit kit

►

Generic malware delivered
through a phishing campaign,
enabling remote access to an
endpoint

►

Distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attack for hire with a
basic ransom demand

Typical threat actors

Unsophisticated attackers, such as
disgruntled insiders, business
competitors, hacktivists and some
organized crime groups
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Common

Advanced

Emerging

How to understand advanced threats/attacks

Description

Examples

Exploiting complex and sometimes
unknown (“zero-day”) vulnerabilities
using sophisticated tools and
methodologies

►

Spear phishing attacks using
custom malware

►

“Zero-day” vulnerabilities
exploited using custom-built
exploit code

Typical threat actors

►

Sophisticated attackers, such as
organized crime groups, industrial
espionage teams, cyber terrorists and
nation states

Rogue employees “planted” to
undertake deep reconnaissance/
espionage

►

Vendors/suppliers exploited as a
way to gain access to ultimate
target organization
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Common

Advanced

Emerging

How to understand emerging threats/attacks

Description

Examples

Focus on new attack vectors and
vulnerabilities enabled by emerging
technologies, based on specific
research to identify and exploit
vulnerabilities

►

Exploiting vulnerabilities on
“smart” devices to gain access
to data and/or control systems

►

Leveraging security gaps
created with the convergence of
personal and corporate devices
into one network

►

Using advanced techniques to
avoid detection and/or bypass
defenses

Typical threat actors

Sophisticated attackers, such as
organized crime groups, industrial
espionage teams, cyber terrorists and
nation states
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Vulnerabilities perceived to have most increased risk exposure have
shifted a little between 2013-2017

►

►

Careless or unaware
employees are still
seen as the greatest,
and increasing,
vulnerability.

100%

Unauthorized access
has reduced as a
vulnerability.

50%

90%
80%
70%
60%

53%
51%

57%
52%

40%
30%

34%

34%

55%
44%

48%

34%

44%

60%

46%
37%

32%

20%
10%
0%
2013

2014

2015

2016

Careless or unaware employees
Outdated information security controls or architecture
Unauthorized access
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2017

Threats perceived to have most increased risk exposure have shifted a
little between 2013-2017

►

Malware and
phishing are
seen as the
greatest type of
threats.

100%
90%
80%
70%
64%
60%

52%

50%

46%

40%

41%
41%
29%

30%

28%

44%

44%
39%
34%

43%
41%
33%

33%
31%

51%
45%
42%

32%
30%
25%

33%

27%

20%
10%

0%
2013

2014

Malware
Cyber attacks to steal financial information
Internal attacks
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2015

2016

2017

Phishing
Cyber attacks to steal IP or data

Likely sources of attack
►

►

►

Employees and criminal syndicates
are seen as the greatest immediate
threats.

For many organizations, the most
obvious point of weakness will come
from an employee who is careless –
followed (in third place) by an
employee with malicious intent.
Organizations are also increasingly
concerned about poor user
awareness and behavior around
mobile devices.

77%
of respondents consider
a careless member of
staff as the most likely
source of attack

56%
consider a criminal
syndicate as the most
likely source of attack

47%
consider a malicious
employee as the most
likely source of attack
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04 Conclusion
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Conclusion
In previous editions of this survey, the
need to structure cyber resilience has
been highlighted around the principles of
protect, detect and react.

Protect - basic hygiene makes an enormous difference
Detect - as early as possible
React - appropriately and swiftly

These imperatives are more important than ever: organizations that understand the threat
landscape and have strong defenses in place will stand a greater chance of repelling attacks,
identifying successful attacks earlier, and responding effectively.

Those with the ability to fight back will limit the damage hackers can do by acting quickly.
Common

Protect, detect and react should be applied to each
category of threat/attacks:

Advanced
Emerging
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To close, here are actions all organizations should take
Common attacks
Organizations need to be able to
prevent common attacks through
good basic cybersecurity.

Example activities

Advanced attacks
Organizations need to focus on
improving their ability to detect and
respond to the more sophisticated
and dangerous attacks.

Example activities

►

Establish effective governance

►

Be able to detect an attack

►

Identify what matters most

►

Be prepared to react

►

Understand the threats

►

►

Define your risk appetite

Adopt a risk-based approach
to resilience

►

Focus on education and
awareness

►

Implement basic protections
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►

Implement additional
automated protections

►

Challenge and test regularly

►

Create a cyber risk
management life cycle

Emerging attacks
Organizations need to understand
the emerging threats and how they
should impact strategic decisionmaking, while making focused
investment in cybersecurity
controls.

Example activities
►

Build security into the
development life cycle

►

Enhance threat monitoring

►

Establish Cyber Threat
Intelligence capabilities

Questions?
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05 Wrap-up, discussion and Appendix
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Wrap-up, discussion and Appendix

References
A

SOC incl. SIEM &
Cyber Sec. Analytics
►

B

Cybersecurity
Strategie Review

Center for Internet Sec.
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C

EY - SWIFT

MITRE

D3

Regulatorische und
rechtliche Auflagen

E

IoT Cybersecurity

OWASP

Cloud Security, Cloud
Security Strategy

D1

CSA

F

E- und M-Banking
Fraud Detection

Cybersecurity
Strategie Review

D2

NIST

G

PCI

Hot Topics and Trends in the are of Cybersecurity and
Cyberrisk Management

Logging & monitoring,
vulnerability scanning

CPNI

Cybersecurity
Strategie Review

EY

H

Cyber Incident
Management

MS / EY / Edelman

Wrap-up, discussion and Appendix
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Hot Topics and Trends in the are of Cybersecurity and
Cyberrisk Management

Wrap-up, discussion and Appendix

Are you prepared to face the current cyber threat landscape?
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Hot Topics and Trends in the are of Cybersecurity and
Cyberrisk Management

Wrap-up, discussion and Appendix

Is simply waiting for a security breach the right strategy?
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Hot Topics and Trends in the are of Cybersecurity and
Cyberrisk Management

Wrap-up, discussion and Appendix

Is risk still risky when you see it coming?
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Hot Topics and Trends in the are of Cybersecurity and
Cyberrisk Management

Wrap-up, discussion and Appendix

Want to learn more? Please visit our Insights on governance, risk
and compliance series at www.ey.com/GRCinsights

Cyber threat
intelligence:
how to get ahead of
cybercrime

Achieving resilience in
the cyber ecosystem

Cyber program
management:
identifying ways to get
ahead of cybercrime

www.ey.com/cyberecosystem

www.ey.com/CTI

www.ey.com/CPM

Using cyber analytics
to help you get on top
of cybercrime

Security Operations Centers
- helping you get ahead
of cybercrime

Managed SOC
EY’s Advanced Security
Center; world class
cybersecurity
working for you

www.ey.com/3SOC

www.ey.com/SOC

www.ey.com/managedSOC

Cybersecurity and the
Internet of Things

Cyber breach response
Management

www.ey.com/IoT

http://www.ey.com/gl/en/services/ad
visory/ey-cybersecurity-cyber-breachresponse-management

Enhancing
your security
operations with
Active Defense
www.ey.com/cybersecurity
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Hot Topics and Trends in the are of Cybersecurity and
Cyberrisk Management

EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory
About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services.
The insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in
the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding
leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders.
In so doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for
our people, for our clients and for our communities.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more,
of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is
a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by
guarantee, does not provide services to clients. For more information
about our organization, please visit ey.com.
About EY's Advisory Services
EY Advisory believes a better working world means helping clients solve big,
complex industry issues and capitalize on opportunities to grow, optimize
and protect their businesses.
A global mindset, diversity and collaborative culture inspires EY consultants
to ask better questions, create innovative answers and realize long-lasting
results.
The better the question. The better the answer. The better the world works.
© 2018 EYGM Limited.
All Rights Reserved.
EYG no. 06575-173GBL
ED None
This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied
upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for specific advice.

ey.com/giss
ey.com/ch
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